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ON ALMOST RATIONAL CO-//-SPACES
HANS-WERNER HENN1
Abstract.
Let A' be
vector spaces if n >
that X is homotopy
two and of ordinary

a O-connectcd co- //-space whose homotopy groups w„( X) are Q
1 and whose fundamental group W|( X) is arbitrary We prove
equivalent to a wedge of rational spheres of dimension at least
one-dimensional spheres.

Introduction. We investigate O-connected but not necessarily 1-connected co-Hspaces A with wn(A) a rational vector space for n s* 2. We call such spaces
O-connected almost rational co-H-spaces (tr^X) need not be and indeed is not a
rational vector space provided it is not trivial). We prove that such a space A is
homotopy equivalent to a wedge of rational spheres of dimension bigger than one
and of ordinary one-dimensional spheres. Analogous results for simply connected
spaces which satisfy certain finiteness conditions were proved by Berstein [Be] and
Toomer [To].
We remark that spaces with w,(A") free and w„(A') a Q vector space for n > 2
occur quite often, namely as quotients of a rationalization of the universal cover of a
space with free fundamental group [Co, p. 395f].
The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we prove the result for suspensions of
1-connected rational spaces. Using this we are able to prove the result for SSIX, if A
is a O-connected almost rational space (§2). If A is a co-//-space, it is a retract of
SÜX and this fact allows a proof of the general result (§3).
0. Notations and conventions, (a) All spaces are assumed to be of the homotopy
type of a Cl^-complex and all constructions like products etc. are performed in the
compactly generated category.
(b) A nilpotent space whose homology groups are rational vector spaces is called a
rational space. For basic properties of localization, in particular rationalization, the
reader is referred to [Su or Hi-Mi-Ro, 1].
(c) The rationalization of a sphere S" (n > 0) is called a rational sphere S£. It is
obvious that a simply connected space is a rational sphere if and only if it has the
homology of a rational sphere.
1. Proposition.
Let X be a simply connected rational space. Then SX is up to
homotopy a wedge of rational spheres.
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Proof. We use a homology decomposition of X (cf. [Hi])

x2ex,exae---e\J

xn = xx.
ns»2

We have

0) *«=<*,
(2) all Xn are 1-connected,

(3)//.(*„)

= 0 for r>n,

(4) Hr( Xn ) -» //r( A^ ) for r < /j where ; denotes the inclusion,

(5) Xn+1 is up to homotopy obtained
A/(//„ + 1(A"),/;)byamapa„.
From (5) we obtain a Puppe sequence

from A"„ by attaching

A/(//n+1(A-),/7)^A-„-^A-n+,-.A/(//„+1(A-),/7+

a Moore space

l^-SA^SA^,.

(Note that M(H„+[(X), n + 1) = SA/(//„+,( A"),«).) Now A/(//„+1( A"),« + 1) is
up to homotopy a wedge of rational spheres because //„+,( A") is a rational vector
space. We will prove inductively that SXn+t is up to homotopy a wedge of rational
spheres by showing that San — 0. (Induction starts because X2 — M(H2( A"),2).)
Then it follows that SXX is up to homotopy a wedge of rational spheres.
It follows from (4) that //,(a„) = 0. Hence our proposition will follow from
Lemma. If X — Y is a map between rational spaces such that //»(/)

= 0 then

S/=0.
Proof.

It suffices to show that A -> Y — SISY is null-homotopic

canonical map. Now ÜS Y is a O-connected rational //-space.
Postnikov invariants are trivial (see [Mi-Mo, p. 263]) and thus

where / is the

In such a space all

00

fiST= u K{irn(QSY),n).
n= 1

Here FI means the direct limit of the finite products. Hence we have only to show
that each "factor"

f„:X~r*Ki«n(QSY),n)
is nullhomotopic.
see that

Of course, H^ fn ) = 0 and by the universal coefficient theorem we

//*(/„): H"(K(7tn(SlSY),n)>,«„tQSY)) - //"(A; i^(ÛSyJ)
is the zero map. But this is only another way of saying /„ - 0.
2. Lemma. // X is a O-connected space such that tTn(X) is a rational vector space for
all n^ 2 then SÍIX is up to homotopy a wedge of rational spheres of dimension at least
two and of ordinary one-dimensional spheres.
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Proof, (a) Let us first assume that X is 1-connected. Then ßA" is a O-connected
rational //-space and we have

QX^ fi K(irn(aX),n).
Now we use that S(Y X Z) - SY V SZ V S(Y A Z) for any well-pointed spaces
Y, Z. It follows that

SQ,X^s(k{tt¡(Q,X), 1) X Y[ K{trn(QX),n)\
\

n>2

a SK^QX),

1) V s( u ^(^(ßA-), n))
^ n>2

'

VsiiC(ir1(QA'),l) A [J K(ir„(QX),n)\.
«2*2

The Kiinneth theorem shows that the third summand in the wedge decomposition is
a rational space and thus it follows from §1 that the second and third summands are
wedges or rational spheres. It remains to look at SK(ttí(SIX), 1). If w^ßA") is a
finite-dimensional Q vector space we use induction on the dimension. Induction
starts because SK(Q, 1) » SSQ » Sq. Now suppose we know the result if tt^üX) is
«-dimensional. Then we get, in the case of an (n + 1)-dimensional w^ßA"),

SK(«t(QX),
1)« S u *(Ô.OU S ft *(Ö,O] x K(Q,1)

a sí n^(e.i)) vs*(ß.i)vs

( n*"(ß.i)) Ajf(ö,i)J.

The first summand is a wedge of rational spheres by induction hypothesis, the
second one is Sq and the third one decomposes as a wedge of rational spheres by § 1.
Now we remark that for 1-connected rational spaces A" a decomposability as a
wedge of rational spheres is equivalent to the Hurewicz-homomorphism hx being an
epimorphism. Using this and passing to the limit shows that 5/C(77,(ßA"), 1) decomposes in the case of an arbitrary w^ßA"), too.
(b) Now let A"be arbitrary. Then we may write
ßA"-(ßA~)0

X 770(ßA")

where (ßA')0 is the path component of the constant path and w0(ßA") is equipped
with the discrete topology. Then we have

SSiX - S(QX)0 V S(nQ(QX)) V S((ßA")0 A vQ(QX}).
(ßA")0 is a connected rational
spaces, and the same argument
spheres. If we write 5((ßA")0 A
a wedge of rational spheres.
dimensional spheres.

//-space, hence a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane
as above shows that 5(ßA")0 is a wedge of rational
jr0(fil)) as S(ßA")0 A w0(ßA") we see that this is also
5w0(ßA") is obviously a wedge of ordinary one-
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3. Theorem. // X is a O-connected almost rational co-H-space then X is up to
homotopy a wedge of rational spheres of dimension at least two and of ordinary
one-dimensional spheres.

Proof. Case 1. A"is 1-connected.
We know from §2 that SßA decomposes in the way desired. Hence hsax is epic
and thus hx is epic becauses A" is a retract of SßA [Ga]. This implies that A
decomposes.
Case 2. X is not 1-connected.
We look at the universal cover X. By Lemma 6.2 of [Hi-Mi-Ro, 2] we know that
Ht( X) is a free (2[7ri-^l module. Because A is a retract of SßA[Ga] it follows that X
is a retract of SßA". The latter is up to homotopy a wedge of rational spheres which
follows from the decomposability of SßA (§2). Therefore h^Qx is epic and hence h x~
is as well.
Thus we may choose a Q[^]X] basis {xa} of H^X) and represent it by a map
Z-—

VaS/¡<n)^

X where n(a) is the dimension

of xa.

Let Y '■= ZV W where W = V^ S1 is a wedge of circles such that 77,W = irxX.
(Note that -n^X is free as a subgroup of the free group ^¡(SilX).) Let Y be the
universal cover of Y.
We are going to construct a map g: Y — X which is equivariant with respect to the
actions of w, Y = w, X and is a homotopy equivalence which implies that the induced
map g: Y — X is a homotopy equivalence. Roughly speaking, g is chosen as an
equivariant extension of/: Z — X.
In more detail, Y may be obtained from the universal cover W of W by attaching
one copy of Z to each vertex of W. We pick one vertex of W which serves as
basepoint and take the restriction of g to the corresponding copy of Z to be the map
/. The requirement of being equivariant defines g on all other copies of Z. (Here
equivariance means, of course, that we have chosen an isomorphism -n^Y= v] X.) So
it remains to define g on the edges of W. We pick a collection of edges which is in
1-1 correspondence to a basis of -n^W consisting of the one-dimensional spheres in
W. If such an edge joins the vertices a and b we choose any path in Ajoining g(a)
and g(b). We extend g to the other edges equivariantly. It is now obvious that g is a
homology isomorphism and hence induces isomorphisms in homotopy groups. The
induced map

g: Y= Y/vxY - X/wtX = X
induces an isomorphism in w,, too, and is thus a homotopy equivalence.
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